A PARTNERSHIP | KP-POW
BARU AD | MBMG MEDIA
BRYSON GILLETTE | MEDIA MATTERS SWW
BSSP | MEDIASOL
CAROL WILLIAMS | MENTALITY CREATIVE
CAMPBELL-EWALD | MRKT
DUNCAN CHANNON | NUNA CONSULT GROUP
EDELMAN | QUANTASY + ASSOCIATES
ENTERCOM | QUIGLEY SIMPSON
EQUITY UPWARD | RESCUE AGENCY
FENTON | RPA ASSOCIATES
FRAISER COMMUNICATIONS | SENSIS AGENCY
GALLEGOS UNITED | UNITED COLLECTIVE
GP GENERATE | VENABLES BELL
GUIDANTPS | VIRTO AGENCY
HAYMAKER | WEBER SHANDWICK
ID INSIGHT | XMEDIA
IHEART MEDIA | YEEGO TRAVEL
JAKARA